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We would like you guys to design and create a Parkycard to help 
put a smile back on someone’s face .

There are three briefs below .

You must pick one and you can interpret them anyway you wish – but remember to keep 
within the given dimensions and use plenty of colour  !

1. HAVE FUN – (People with Parkinson’s often suffer from depression ) “So what 
fun things have you been up to lately is the finest question a doctor or nurse can 
ask you . It also happens to be the finest question you can ask yourself !

2. ROCK A BYE BABY – ( tremors or the ‘Shakes’ is a common symptom) Babysitting 
becomes a joy as your tremors send the little ones to sleep when your cradling 
them in your arms 

3. PLAY FOOTIE WITH YOUR SOCKS – (People with Parkinsons often struggle to move)
If you can’t move kick some socks . Roll them up , stick them between your feet and kick 
away . Guaranteed it will get you moving ..and impress plenty of people !



Your visual will go on the  
front of the card.

The accompanying copy  
will go on the back. We  
already have a design style  
for this so you don’t need to  
worry about that.

Spec:

Please work to A3 portrait  
at a minimum of 300dpi.

This gives us the flexibility  
to scale up or down. For  
example, we may like to  
share your visuals on social  
media in the future.

Please also bear in mind  
that we unfortunately don’t  
have the budget for things  
like spot colours!
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Instagram: @parkylife_official  
Twitter: @pkylife



PARKYLIFE IS SUPPORTED BY

The Art Cart
European Parkinson Therapy Centre  
PD Warrior



Thank 
YOU !!
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